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For thousands of years, pharmaceuticals have been utilised to cure diseases. Pharmaceutical firms are continuously pursuing nov-

el therapies to help people live longer and more healthy lives. A huge strain on the pharmaceuticals sector arose in 2019 when the

new kind of corona virus arose. Pharmaceutical firms and other healthcare professionals are in the frontline in the fight against any
pandemic. As healthcare practitioners learned how the virus should be treated, pharmaceutics providers examined whether current

medicines may aid to treat people with COVID-19, possible novel treatments to assist reduce the symptoms, long-term consequences
and vaccine manufacturing. Since then, several efforts have been developed to produce a vaccine against corona virus. Several compa-

nies have worked hard to create and expand the production of COVID-19 vaccines in order to provide and continue to support people
across the world.

For example, with the support of the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine, including through the international COVAX project, AstraZeneca,

the leading research-based biopharmaceutical company is cooperating with 20 partners in 15 countries. AZD1222 vaccine has the

highest approval than other vaccines and it has been approved in 122 countries. WHO works relentlessly with partners to research,
produce and deploy vaccinations that are safe and effective. Even if there are inevitable economic damages caused by an outbreak,

every pharmaceutical company donated medicines, funds, services, and more to governments. The life sciences industry in Britain, as
a member of the health community, intends to play a major role in combating COVID-19, both by finding efficient diagnoses and treat-

ments, and by helping patients, NHS and the Government in the United Kingdom. In response to the worldwide pandemic COVID-19,
AstraZeneca donates nine million face masks to help health care professionals all around the world.
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